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ACT I

Scene 1

Oliver and Maggie’s apartment; nicely furnished,

inviting, but meticulously clean. MAGGIE, a warm

and talkative woman in her early forties,sits at

the kitchen counter with her younger brother Nick

at breakfast over coffee.

MAGGIE

So how was the futon? Oliver says he thinks it has

lumps in it, but I always ask him ’lumps of what?’ and

then he pokes at it for a while to show me and can

never find them. I think he said it must only have

lumps when it’s folded out flat to sleep on, and

doesn’t get them when it’s a couch or something.

NICK

(Amused)

He really thinks that?

MAGGIE

I don’t know I lose track. Anyways, lumpy or not I’m

sure you can’t wait to get off the futon into your new

place.

NICK

Yeah, no offense.

MAGGIE

You think you’ll like the city then?

NICK

I’d better, I just finalized the down payment. Do you?

MAGGIE

Oh yeah. I was nervous at first when my job moved and

Oliver was well... Oliver... I was mostly worried about

him when we moved, but about a week in he came home all

excited and told me exactly how many kinds of handsoap

you can find in the stores downtown, declaring that his

days of buying them off the internet were finally

behind him.

NICK

I always wondered how a guy like him made it work in a

big, dirty place like this.

MAGGIE

He does ok, his only thing is--
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OLIVER

(Rubbing his eyes,yawning)

Morning.

NICK

Morninng.

MAGGIE

Morning honey we were just talking about you!

Oliver straitens up and looks around nervously,

and it quickly becomes clear that he is not a

generally calm person. He speaks quickly and

wrings his hands, or when his hands have been

wrung enough, he polishes whatever surface happens

to be nearest.

OLIVER

Really? Um. Wha- uh- What about?

MAGGIE

Just how we got used to living in the city, but how

you’re afraid to take me out to coffee.

NICK

That’s not so unusual, there’s--

Oliver cuts off Nick.

OLIVER

Oh no, no I’m not afraid of coffee.

MAGGIE

We never go out.

OLIVER

We have coffee here.

Oliver holds up a mug he’s just poured himself, as

evidence.

MAGGIE

Yes, love, but we never go out for coffee.

NICK

It’s probably the dirt, it’s the dirt isn’t--

Maggie cuts off Nick.

MAGGIE

Oh no it’s not that we don’t go out, we go out for

dinner at least once a week, sometimes we even meet up

for lunch. We’ve just never gone out for coffee.
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OLIVER

You know neither of us really do mornings, dear, you

actually want to get up early and get ready before

having coffee, just to drive into town for a cup? We’d

be miserable.

MAGGIE

It doesn’t have to be in the morning, you can get

coffee whenever.

OLIVER

I try not to have more than one cup, you know how I

get.

MAGGIE

Yes I remember, but the bathroom is still spotless.

Nick opens his mouth to speak again, but

recognizes the futility.

OLIVER

(Nervously)

Anyways, we can still go out for coffee sometime... I

mean if you want to.

MAGGIE

How about tomorrow?

OLIVER

Um... Isn’t tomorrow that.. thing? I’d rather not be

strung out for the, uh, thing.

MAGGIE

Ok not tomorrow, but we can’t keep putting it off. You

don’t know when we’ll next get the chance.

OLIVER

Oliver lits his mug to his mouth, and quickly puts

it down.

Hmm?

MAGGIE

(Knowlingly/teasingly)

I said you never know if you’ll get another chance.

Maggie turns to the sink to wash out hers and

Nick’s mugs, as she does so Oliver turns and

spit-takes his coffee over his shoulder. Nick

looks on, astonished and confused, but before he

can say anything Oliver asks in a forced calm;
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OLIVER

What’s in this coffee?

MAGGIE

Oh I bought some new creamer, do you like it?

OLIVER

What flavor is it?

MAGGIE

Almond Sweet Cream.

Oliver looks suddenly alarmed at this development.

He then reaches over and pours the rest of the mug

out into Nick’s cereal bowl as he is about to take

a bite.

OLIVER

(Pretending to drink)

MMmmmmm! *slurp* Mmmm mmm. Still tastes a little...

bitter... and... almondy.

MAGGIE

(Sweetly)

Well I’m going to shower quick, don’t run the warm

water or I’ll kill you dear.

Maggie exits to the bathroom. As soon as she’s

offstage, Oliver runs over to the sink and begins

to wash his mouth vigorously in the faucet.

NICK

(Looking forlonly at his cereal)

It can’t have been that bad.

OLIVER

(Frantic)

Your sister is trying to kill me.

NICK

She said not to run the hot water.

OLIVER

Oh no, nononono,she’s trying to kill me. Subtle, I’ll

give her that, but please. Creamer?. Almonds? Almonds?

In my coffee? I know what CYANIDE is supposed to taste

like.

NICK

(lost)

Cyanide??
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OLIVER

Almonds! Bitter almonds! She’s trying to cover it up

with the creamer!

NICK

I think you’re over-reacting.

OLIVER

You don’t know, I noticed you didn’t mention any almond

flavor in yours.

NICK

I drink it black with sugar.

OLIVER

That’s not black then! But anyways...

NICK

Listen, my sister is NOT trying to poison you. You

can’t seriously think she’d do that.

OLIVER

Oh, I don’t! Of course she wouldn’t! I know that, she’s

my wife, I’d trust her with anything!

NICK

(relieved)

Thank you.

OLIVER

So THAT’s why it’s so important that I find out why

she’s trying to kill me!

Oliver rushes offstage with the coffee mug between

his thumb and forefinger, as if it could bite.

Dazed fromt he encounter, Nick sits at the table

and absent-mindedly takes a bite of his cereal,

only to spit it out. Shower sound effect starts as

Maggie starts her shower.

Lights dim on Nick sitting at the breakfast table

looking bemused (to indicate time passing), shower

sound effect continues.

Scene II

Lights up, shower turns off.

Maggie emerges fromt he shower in her housecoat

with a towel wrapped around her hair.
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NICK

(tentetively)

Hey Mag... Is Oliver ok??

MAGGIE

Why do you ask?

NICK

Well... y’know... he’s not--

MAGGIE

--completely delusional?

NICK

Well, yeah.

MAGGIE

No.

NICK

Are you sure?

MAGGIE

(exhales)

People don’t really get Ollie. No he’s not crazy. Just

particular. He likes things just so-- Well I mean

you’ve been sleeping in the living room, you know that

by now.

NICK

It was odd that first morning when he dusted around

me...

MAGGIE

(laughing)

Yes! It was like there was a chalk outline on the

couch! And you aren’t even a heavy sleeper.

NICK

Well yeah, but he’s never actually done anything like,

super, I don’t know, off the reservation?

MAGGIE

Are you asking if my husband is dangerous?

NICK

No, no! Nothing like that! But.... is he?

MAGGIE

Not everyone really gets me and Ollie. I don’t think I

got him either at first. He’s harmless. Like I said,

he’s very particular, and when he smells change, any

change at all, he’s wired to automatically assume the

worst.
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NICK

Yeah I think I got that...

MAGGIE

I mean if the world is out to get him then obviously,

in a way, the world cares, you know?

NICK

It still seems a little extreme though, don’t you

think?

MAGGIE

Not at all. They’re usually little things.Stuff like...

Like when we moved, before it really settled in for

Ollie, he accused the neighbor of stealing our

newspaper from our mailbox and replacing it with the

new one. He said it was an elaborate character

assasination, trying to make him seem "woefully

ill-informed and weak" around town. He stressed about

it for a few minutes before fervently apologizing for

inturrupting that poor man while he was using the

bathroom. Then he wiped out his sink on the way out.

Why, did he seem like something set him off at

breakfast?

NICK

Um... Maybe. It was, uh, hard to tell. I mean you

aren’t keeping any big life-altering secrets are you?

MAGGIE

(Suddenly alarmed)

What? No, no no no.

NICK

I thought he picked up on something.

MAGGIE

Well, I really have to get dressed and head to work.

You gonna be all right spending the afternoon together?

NICK

Yeah, I just mean to say he seemed a little...

flustered this morning.

MAGGIE

Ooooooh, um, he was probably upset about the...almonds!

That’s it, it was definitely the, um, almonds. He’ll

have forgotten about it by now.

NICK

(looking comforted)

Ok.

(CONTINUED)
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Maggie crosses to leave the room, before turning

her head and saying over her shoulder;

MAGGIE

(jokingly)

Anyways, it’s not like he thinks someone’s trying to

kill him. I have no idea what he’d do then.

Lights dim again, sound effect of a front door

closing as Maggie leaves for work.

Scene III

Lights come up on Nick still standing in the

kitchen.

OLIVER

AHA!

Oliver bursts into the room energetically, causing

Nick to jump and yell (can be a high pitched

scream, if actor is up for it). Oliver rushes

over, covering his mouth with his hand.

OLIVER

SHHHhhhhh! Be quiet!

NICK

Just... what’s with all the "AHA!"?

OLIVER

Not a SINGLE almond! Not one, in the whole house!

NICK

So? What the hell is that supposed to mean?

OLIVER

No almonds? No almonds, then where’d the almond flavor

in my coffee come from?

NICK

Creamer.

OLIVER

Sure, "creamer." Tell me, did you see any creamer?

NICK

Yes, right here!

Nick picks the bottle off the counter.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVER

Ahhhh, no, that’s a bottle. There could been anything

in it. I assume it’s just filled with milk. Or cream.

But NOT almond flavored cream. Anyone can print a label

for a bottle.

NICK

Do you know how ridiculously detailed you’d have to be?

Let alone where you’d have to go to get a specially

made custom label? It’s ridiculous!

OLIVER

Well You can get anything in this city, and I refuse to

believe any woman I’d marry would be a sub-par

murderer.

NICK

Ok I give up then, what else did you find in your

"investigation"?

OLIVER

Oh! I ALSO found... no cyanide!

NICK

Oh good,no poison after a--

OLIVER

Which can only mean, that either she used her whole

stock to poison me this morning, or she’s disposed of

it in the event that I survived and got wise. I’d

personally rule out the first one because my wife would

never use all her cyanide in one poisoning.

NICK

I don’t know what’s more ridiculous, how you’re taking

this or that you actually sound kind of proud of her.

OLIVER

(not listening)

So, supposing you were inexplicably trying to murder

your husband and your first attempt was cleverly

avoided-- of course you would have a plan B, so to

speak, so, what’s Maggie’s? Not more poison, she’ll

know I’m expecting it-- maybe a manufactured accident

in the bathroom, pushing me out of the window?

Something that’ll look accidental I bet, possibly she’d

want to come back and finish the--

Oliver is cut off mid-rant when Maggie comes

through the front door.
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MAGGIE

Hello again, sorry I had to come back I forgot my--

OLIVER

AHH! ASSASIN! SAVE YOURSELF NICK, YOU’LL BE A WITNESS!

Oliver dives to the floor and army crawls under

the table, Nick jumps at the loud noise, looking

from Oliver to Maggie, not knowing what to expect.

NICK

Uhm, hey sis, this isn’t--

OLIVER

So Mag, how are you gonna do it? Kinves? Blow darts??

GERMS??? I deserve to know!

MAGGIE

(slowly gathering herself)

Oliver dear... WHAT, may I ask... the fuck is going

on?!

OLIVER

You tried to poison me this morning, I know it! All

over us never going out for coffee is it?? I guess you

never really do "know when you’ll get another chance"!

NICK

(groaning)

Is that all that this is about? Ollie, buddy--

MAGGIE

Oliver Daniel Meynard, you stupid, foolish, idiotic--

(can’t think of another synonym)-- I am NOT TRYING TO

KILL YOU!

Oliver climbs from under the table and cowers on

the other side of the kitchen from Maggie.

OLIVER

Then why the weird finality this morning? Why the

cyanide in my coffee! Am I not good enough for you

anymore!

MAGGIE

It was almond creamer! I just wanted to try it! It

sounded fancy!

OLIVER

Just like going out for coffee with you next husband

must have! How could you, I love you Maggie!! Nick,

aren’t you going to help me? You aren’t in on this too

are you? I can’t believe you’d--
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Maggie has finally had enough

MAGGIE

FINE!IHEARDBACKFROMTHEAGENCYEARLYANDTHEYSAIDWEDIDWELLONOURINTERVIEWANDIWASEXCITEDBUTDIDN’TWANTTOTELLYOUTILLWEHEARDBACKFORSURE!!

Maggie takes a deep breath after letting it all

out in one.

MAGGIE

We’re going to be parents, you idiot!

OLIVER

(Calmly, for the first time in the whole

show)

Oh.


